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announces a new range of tools and controllers that offer a new value level
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consisting of a new Tau controller
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and EC tool, with a transducer built right into the tool, dynamically measures and displays torque compared
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Large data display for setup and results display.
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A simple keypad simplifies
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Setup to detect cross-threads, re-hits, slip-offs
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and analysis.
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A single DC
Electric tool can be set up to assemble joints of different target torque levels – unlike air tools,
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which require separate tools for each torque level. DC electric tools are more energy
efficient, cleaner,
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quieter and better for the environment than Air Tools.
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The Tau and Theta
controllers include Adaptive Tightening Control (ATC) that automatically adjusts for
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different joint designs and part variations during
each tightening
cycle by dynamically managing speed and

power to the tool.
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Systems used in similar applications that control with electrical current, instead of a torque transducer,
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guesstimate torque by interpreting current draw and other variables. “The torque value displayed by
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controllers without transducers may appear accurate
but are guesstimates. . Such systems must be
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configured on a specific assembly and are particularly sensitive to variations of the assembly,” noted Doug

Versele, Global Product Manager, Stanley Assembly Technologies.
For additional information, contact Stanley Assembly ͑Technologies at 440-461-5500 or visit
͑
provides solutions to the global assembly
www.StanleyAssembly.com. Stanley Assembly Technologies
͑
market, including the motor vehicle industry. Core solutions
include high-performance Stanley® DC electric
͑
and pneumatic tightening tools and controllers, conventional
pneumatic articulating arms, torque tubes and
͑
Cobotics™ Intelligent Assist Devices for ergonomic material
handling.
͑

The Stanley Works (NYSE: “SWK”) is a worldwide supplier͑ of consumer products, industrial tools and security
͑
solutions for professional, industrial and consumer use. Consumer
products include hand tools, mechanics tools,
͑ systems, auto assembly tools, storage systems,
tool storage, and hardware. Industrial tools include fastening
͑ attachments. Security Solutions includes the
professional laser measuring and leveling tools and hydraulic
integration and supplying of security systems and access control
solutions, including automatic door and locking
͑
systems for commercial applications.
͑

͑

Our innovative Consumer
and Industrial products help people utilize their skills, express their creativity and realize
炼伨欽怜岤͑槸碀昄嶜͙͑氤͚ͼ͟΄͟Ͷ͟ʹ͟宄͑椘媥͑氤昄嶜͑伸揔碀俈旝嗰嘌͑͟
their visions on work sites around the globe. Brand names include Stanley®, Husky®, Cobotics™, Goldblatt®,
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͑
͑
Bostitch®, Jensen®, Mac®, Proto®, LaBounty®, Vidmar®, CST®, David White® and Zag®. Our Security Solutions
ΠΞΖΡΒΘΖ͑ͫ͑ΨΨΨ͟ΛΠΦΟΥΠΠΝ͟ΔΠΞ
brands include Stanley®, Best®, Blick® and Frisco Bay®.
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